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Abstract—With the prosperity of mobile internet and the per-
vasiveness of location-aware mobile terminals, online ride-hailing,
a high-level location-based service (LBS) which relies on dynamic
spatial query, has made our life more convenient. However, the
flourish of ride-hailing service still faces many severe challenges
since users’ location privacy and service provider’s data secu-
rity. In this paper, we present an efficient and privacy-preserving
dynamic spatial query scheme (TRACE) for ride-hailing service.
With TRACE, users (i.e., consumers and vehicles) can access ride-
hailing service without divulging their sensitive location informa-
tion, meanwhile, the ride-hailing server can achieve the necessary
commercial operating information while keeping its sensitive data
(i.e., the space division information) confidential. Specifically, with
two proposed efficient and secure spatial query algorithms, named
FSSQ and ESVQ, all location-related data are encrypted by its
owner before being sent out, and are calculated without decryption
during the spatial query process. Therefore, consumers, vehicles,
and service provider cannot obtain each other’s sensitive infor-
mation. Detailed security analysis shows that TRACE can resist
various known security threats. Furthermore, TRACE is imple-
mented in the real environment, and extensive simulation results
over smart phones demonstrate that the scheme is highly efficient
and can be implemented effectively.

Index Terms—Location-based service (LBS), online ride-hailing,
privacy-preserving, spatial query.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, the online ride-hailing service, one of a bur-
geoning location based services (LBSs), has gained great

popularity all over the world [1]–[3]. Compared with the tra-
ditional vehicles such as subways and buses, the ride-hailing
service can make the trip of passengers more convenient and
flexible [4]. As shown in Fig. 1, the ride-hailing service system
commonly consists of three parts: (1) ride-hailing server; (2) reg-
istered customers; and (3) registered vehicles. To hail a vehicle,
a consumer only needs to choose her/his desired pick-up loca-
tion on the map, and sends the hailing request to the ride-hailing
server, then the request will be forwarded to the vehicles around
the pick-up point. For providing more user-friendly service, the
ride-hailing server generally divides an area into subregions for
analyzing the distributions of ride-hailing behaviors, and de-
tecting the density of vehicles on the map dynamically, which
allows the service provider to offer scheduling information for
vehicles in real time.

However, owing to the sensitivity of users’ locations and
the data stored in service provider, there are still many severe
challenges lying ahead the ride-hailing service [5]–[11]. On
the one hand, once location information of ride-hailing users
(including costumers and vehicles) is obtained by attackers, it
leads to many computer-aided crime possibilities (harassment,
cat theft, kidnapping, etc.). On the other hand, for reducing ride-
hailing time of users and offering a better service, the service
server will analyze the distribution of ride-hailing behaviors on
the map, and detect the density of vehicles via dividing the
hailing space into subregions, moreover, the service provider
optimizes the space division continuously with the data collected
from users. Disclosure of the space division information may
reveal trade secrets directly, which brings an economic loss of
service provider. Therefore, during the ride-hailing service, the
accurate locations of consumers and vehicles cannot be leaked,
and the space division information of service provider should
be kept confidential. Nevertheless, most traditional ride-hailing
services rely on the fact that users provide accurate locations
for the service provider, which exists the risk of data leakage.
Thus, how to design a secure and efficient privacy-preserving
dynamic spatial query scheme for ride-hailing service system
has attracted considerable interest recently.

To address these challenges, many location privacy-
preserving schemes for LBS have been proposed, which
mainly relies on anonymization [12], [13] and cryptographic
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of car-hailing service.

techniques [14], [15]. Specifically, anonymization-based loca-
tion privacy-preserving schemes commonly blur a user’s accu-
rate location into an anonymous region which contains other
k − 1 users, and the locations of the k users are indistinguish-
able. Therefore, the probability of identifying the user’s location
is not greater than 1/k. However, if the k users are in a same
sensitive location, such as a secret meeting room, their location
privacy may also be leaked. Meanwhile, anonymization tech-
nique brings heavy communication overhead to the user’s side,
which causes great energy consumption on the mobile devices.
Furthermore, cryptographic-based location privacy-preserving
schemes are generally constructed with homomorphic encryp-
tion or secure multi-party computation (SMC), which encrypt
the users’ accurate locations in clients, and allow to generate
accurate spatial query results over the encrypted location data,
but in general, most of them contain massive complicated arith-
metical operations, which makes them unsuitable to be used
in mobile terminals. Therefore, most existing location privacy-
preserving schemes can protect users’ location privacy in some
degree, but they are difficult to be applied in online ride-hailing
service system.

In this paper, we propose an efficient and privacy-preserving
dynamic spatial query scheme for ride-hailing service, named
TRACE. With TRACE, the ride-hailing server can find the sub-
regions where the vehicles, or the pick-up/take-off points of
customers reside, while the sensitive location-related informa-
tion of ride-hailing server and users is well protected. Moreover,
a customer can query the vehicles around her/his pick-up point
efficiently, while the sensitive query range of the customer and
accurate locations of vehicles are kept confidential. Specifically,
the main contributions of this paper are threefold.

� First, TRACE provides a privacy-preserving dynamic spa-
tial query scheme for ride-hailing service. With TRACE,
the accurate locations of consumers and vehicles, and the
space division information of service providers can be well
protected. Concretely, before being sent out, all of the sen-
sitive location-related data are masked into chipertexts by
its owner, and are calculated without decryption during
the spatial query process, therefore, consumers, vehicles,
and ride-hailing server cannot obtain each other’s sensitive

information. In addition, even if attackers can eavesdrop
on all data packets transmitted among users and the server,
they cannot achieve available information.

� Second, TRACE achieves accurate spatial query. Based
on quadtree data structure and lightweight multiparty ran-
dom masking technique, we construct a fast and secure
subregion query (FSSQ) algorithm, which allows the ser-
vice provider to find the subregions where the vehicles, or
the pick-up/take-off points of customers reside preciously
while protecting users’ locations and ride-hailing server’s
space division privacy. Meanwhile, based on FSSQ, an-
other efficient and secure vehicle query (ESVQ) algorithm
is proposed for consumers to accurately search the vehi-
cles around the pick-up point without leaking the accurate
location data of consumers and vehicles to each other.

� Third, TRACE is high-efficiency in terms of computation
complexity and communication overhead. Our proposed
TRACE is a lightweight privacy-preserving spatial query
scheme which mainly relies on addition and multiplica-
tion operations, therefore, the computation efficiency of
TRACE can be ensured. Meanwhile, based on quadtree
data structure, the time of spatial query is greatly reduced.
Moreover, the proposed TRACE is equipped with BLS
short signature technique [16], which improve the commu-
nication efficiency. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of
TRACE, we develop a demo application, and test through
smart phones and PC with a real dataset. Extensive results
show that TRACE is effective in the real environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we formalize the system model, security require-
ments, and identify our design goal. In Section III, we re-
view the bilinear pairing, quadtree data structure, efficient and
privacy-preserving cosine similarity computing protocol, and
the strategy of convex point in polygon as the preliminaries.
Then, we propose our TRACE in Section IV, followed by the
security analysis and performance evaluation in Section V and
Section VI, respectively. We also review some related works in
Section VII. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section VIII.

II. MODELS, SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN GOAL

In this section, we formalize the system model and security
requirements, and identify our design goal.

A. System Model

In our system model, we mainly focus on how to provide
an accurate and efficient privacy-preserving ride-hailing service
for users and service provider. Each user, such as a consumer
or a vehicle, is equipped with a smartphone, which can con-
nect with the service server for achieving ride-hailing service.
Specifically, as mentioned-above, our system consists of three
parts: 1) ride-hailing server (RS); 2) registered consumer (RC)
and 3) registered vehicle (RV). As shown in Fig. 2.

� RS is the server of ride-hailing service provider, which
mainly performs three functions: a) detect the distribution
of ride-hailing behaviors and the density of registered ve-
hicles in real time, b) forward vehicles query and hailing
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Fig. 2. System model under considered.

requests/responses among users, and c) provide scheduling
information for vehicles. In our system, RS dynamically
queries the subregions where the vehicles and consumers’
desired pick-up/take-off points reside with encrypted lo-
cation data to achieve these three functions.

� RC is a customer who has registered in RS. Based on
ride-hailing applications, RC can choose her/his desired
pick-up/take-off locations on the map, and send hailing
request to RS, then the hailing request will be forwarded
to the vehicles around the pick-up point by RS.

� RV is a vehicle which has registered in RS. In the process
of ride-hailing service, RV is responsible for submitting
its masked location information to RS at regular intervals,
which is used for the dynamic subregion query for RS. In
addition, RV can access the scheduling information from
RS.

B. Security Requirement

Protecting the location privacy of RC and RV, and the space di-
vision information of RS is crucial during the service provider. In
our security model, we consider that RS is credible-but-greedy,
and RC/RV is honest-but-curious. Specially, RS honestly exe-
cutes the operations over chipertext, and forwards the hailing
requests and responses reliably, but it is curious about the ac-
curate location information of RC and RV. RC and RV do not
send false information, but RC tries to analyze the accurate
locations of RVs through hailing responses, and RV wants to
obtain RCs’ locations or pick-up points via the hailing requests.
Moreover, both RC and RV want to obtain RS’s space division
information during the spatial query process. Furthermore, at-
tackers may tamper and falsify the data, or disguise legitimate
users for accessing service. Considering above security issues,
the following security requirements should be satisfied.

� Privacy: Protecting a user’s location information from
RS and other users, i.e., during the ride-hailing service,
RCs’ pick-up/take-off points should be kept secret from
RS and un-hired RVs, and RVs’ accurate locations cannot
be leaked to RS and RCs. That is, even if RS can obtain
all the hailing requests and responses form RCs and RV,
it can only detect the approximate regions where RV and

RCs’ pick-up/take-off points reside, rather than the accu-
rate locations.

� Confidentiality: Ensuring the security of RS’s sensitive
data during the ride-hailing service. To obtain the density
of RVs and the distribution of ride-hailing behaviors, RS
needs to divide an area into subregions, and optimize the
space division continuously via collecting and analyzing
the location data of users. The leakage of the space divi-
sion information may reveal trade secrets, which brings a
direct economics of ride-hailing service provider. There-
fore, during the spatial query process, the space division
information cannot be leaked.

� Authentication: Authenticating that encrypted hailing re-
quests and responses are really sent by legal users and not
modified during the transmission, i.e., if an illegal user
disguises a legal RV for stealing a RC’s pick-up point data,
the malicious operation should be prevented. Moreover, all
of the packets transmitted among RC, RV, and RS should
be authenticated so that users can access authentic and
reliable ride-hailing service.

C. Design Goal

Under the aforementioned system model and security require-
ments, our design goal is to develop an efficient and privacy-
preserving dynamic spatial query scheme for ride-hailing ser-
vice. Specifically, the following three objectives should be
achieved.

� Guarantee security and privacy-preserving: If TRACE
does not consider the security issues, user’s and service
provider’s sensitive information could be disclosed, which
leads to serious consequences. Then, the ride-hailing ser-
vice cannot step into its flourish. Thus, TRACE should
achieve the confidentiality and authentication simultane-
ously.

� Achieve accuracy of dynamic spatial query results: Users’
experience is a crucial aspect of the proposed scheme. In
our system, dynamic spatial query is the fundamental func-
tion of ride-hailing service, which impacts user experience
directly. Therefore, it is significant that the precision of
spatial query cannot be lowered while protecting privacy
of the server and users.

� Low computation complexity and communication over-
head: Although the performance of smartphones is con-
tinuously improved today, their batteries are still limited.
Moreover, considering the real-time requirements of ride-
hailing service and huge amount of users, the proposed
scheme should consider the effectiveness in terms of com-
putation and communication to reduce the power consump-
tion for both ride-hailing servers and smartphones.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review the bilinear pairing [16], quadtree
data structure [17], efficient and privacy-preserving cosine sim-
ilarity computing protocol [18], and cross products (point in
convex polygon strategies) [19]. These will serve as the basis of
our TRACE.
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Fig. 3. Definition of quadtree.

A. Bilinear Pairing

Let G and GT be two cyclic groups with the same prime
order q, and g is a generator of group G. Suppose G and GT are
equipped with a pairing, i.e., a non-degenerated and efficiently
computable bilinear map e : G × G −→ GT has the following
properties.

1) Bilineariry: ∀g, h ∈ G, and ∀a, b ∈ Zq, we have
e(ga , hb) = e(g, h)ab .

2) Nondegeneracy: ∃ at least one g, h, where g, h ∈ G, which
satisfies the condition that e(g, h) �= 1GT

.
3) Computable: ∀g, h ∈ G, there is an efficient algorithm to

compute e(g, h).

B. Quadtree Data Structure

A quadtree is a tree data structure, which is widely used in
spatial query. Concretely, a quadtree represents a partition of a
two-dimensional space by decomposing the area into quadrants,
subquadrants, and so on. In a quadtree, each non-leaf node
has exactly four children, and each leaf node contains the data
corresponding a specific subregion. The height of quadtree is
dependent on the space division fineness requirements in spatial
query, i.e., a quadtree with the depth of n is used to represent
dividing an area into 4n−1 subregions, an example of a quadtree
with the depth of 3 is shown in Fig. 3.

Given a two-dimensional space S and a point p in S, the
procedure for querying the subregion of p is as follows.

� Step1: Divide S into subregions with quadtree data struc-
ture.

� Step2: Staring at the root node, check the child node where
the point p is located, then recurse into this child node.

� Step3: When reaching the leaf node, return this leaf node,
which represent the approximate region of point p.

C. Efficient and Privacy-Preserving Cosine Similarity
Computing Protocol

Given a vector of PA ,�a = (a1, a2, . . . , an ) ∈ Fn
q and a vector

of PB , �b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn ) ∈ Fn
q , we can directly calculate the

cosine similarity cos(�a,�b) in an efficient and privacy-preserving
way. The main calculation process is as follows.

� Step1: (performed by PA ) Given security parameters
k1, k2 , k3, k4, choose two large primes α, p such that
|p| = k1, |α| = k2, set an+1 = an+2 = 0. Choose a large

Fig. 4. Orientation of point p and polygon vertexes.

random s ∈ Zp and n + 2 random numbers |ci | = k3,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n + 2. Then PA calculates

Ci =

{
s(ai · α + ci) mod p, ai �= 0;

s · ci mod p, ai = 0;

and A =
∑n

i=1 a2
i . What’s more, PA should keep s−1 mod

p secret. After these operations, < α, p, C1, . . . Cn+2 > is
sent to PB .

� Step2: (performed by PB ) Set bn+1 = bn+2 = 0, select
random numbers |ri | = k4, then calculate

Di=

{
bi · α · Ci mod p, bi �= 0;

ri · Ci mod p, bi = 0;

B =
∑n

i=1 b2
i and D =

∑n+2
i=1 Di mod p. Then send <

B,D > back to PA .
� Step3: (performed by PA ) Compute E = s−1 · D mod

p, �a ·�b =
∑n

i=1 ai · bi = ([E − (E mod α2)]/α2) and
cos(�a,�b) = (�a ·�b/(

√
A · √B)).

During the above calculation, it can be figured that the vectors
of PA and PB are confidential to each other.

D. Cross Products - Point in Convex Polygon Strategy

Given a convex polygon P with n edges and a point p, the ver-
tices P1P2 . . . Pn are defined in anticlockwise direction. Assume
that the coordinates of the vertexes and the point are defined as
< (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . , (xi, yi), (xi+1, yi+1), . . . , (xn , yn ) >
and (xs, ys), respectively. The point in convex polygon strategy
is the protocol to determine whether the point p is within the
convex polygon P . We can solve this problem by calculating
points orientation [19]. As shown in Fig. 4, the triple points
< Pi+1, p, Pi > consist of two vertices of the polygon and a
point p, we defined their orientations as follows.

� Positive orientation: < Pi+1, p, Pi > is a counterclockwise
turn.

� Negative orientation: < Pi+1, p, Pi > is a clockwise turn.
� Zero orientation: < Pi+1, p, Pi > is collinear.
The orientation of the < Pi+1, p, Pi > can be computed as

follows.

Si =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
xi+1 yi+1 1

xs ys 1

xi yi 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (xs · yi + ys · xi+1 + xi · yi+1)

− (xs · yi+1 + ys · xi + xi+1 · yi)
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Fig. 5. Overview of TRACE.

Next, for the given convex polygon P and point p, whether
the point is within the convex polygon can be determined by the
following protocol.

� Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, i′ = (i + 1) mod n, then compute
Si of the triple points < Pi ′ , p, Pi >, in which the vertex
Pi is visited in an anticlockwise order.

� If all Si ≥ 0, the point p is within the convex polygon P ;
else, point p is outside the convex polygon P .

IV. PROPOSED PRIVACY-PRESERVING SCHEME

In this section, we present our TRACE scheme, which mainly
consists of three phases: 1) system initialization; 2) dynamic and
privacy-preserving subregion query; and 3) secure ride-hailing
service. The overview of TRACE is described in Fig. 5. After
the system initialization, RS divides a two-dimensional hailing
space into subregions which satisfies the quadtree data structure,
and executes the FSSQ algorithm with RV and RC for query-
ing the subregions where RV and RC’s pick-up/take-off points
reside. When accessing ride-hailing service, RC first chooses
pick-up/take-off points on the map, and queries RVs around
the pick-up point, then RC sends the ride-hailing request to
these RVs through RS. During this process, RS can generate
scheduling information for RVs through analyzing the distribu-
tion of ride-hailing behaviors in the whole ride-hailing space.
To describe TRACE more clear, we give the description of used
notations in Table I.

A. System Initialization

RS first chooses security parameter κ to generate the bi-
linear parameters (q, g, G, GT , e) through running Gen(κ).
Then, RS chooses a random number in Z∗

q as its private
key SKRS , and computes its public key PKRS = gSKR S .
In addition, RS selects security parameters k1, k2, k3, k4,
where k4 + 2k2 < k1, k2 + k3 < k1, k3 + k4 < k2, a symmet-
ric encryption E(), i.e., AES, and a secure cryptographic
hash function H(), where H : {0, 1}∗ → G, After this, RS
chooses two large primes such that |p| = k1, |α| = k2, a ran-
dom number s ∈ Z∗

p , and random numbers |aji | = k3, where
i = 1, 2, . . . , 6; j = 1, 2, . . . , 4. Finally, RS keeps its private

TABLE I
DEFINITION OF NOTATIONS IN TRACE

key SKRS secret, and publishes the system parameters <
q, g, G, GT , e, k1, k2, k3, k4, PKRS ,E(),H() >.

When registering in RS, a ride-hailing consumer RC chooses
a random number in Z∗

q as its private key SKRCk
, and

computes its corresponding public key PKRCk
= gSKR C k ,

then, RC chooses two large primes such that |p′| = k1, |α′| = k2,
a random number s′ ∈ Z∗

p , and random numbers |di | = k3,
where i = 1, 2, . . . , 4. Finally, RC submits her/his public key
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PKRCk
to RS, and negotiates the session key skSCk

=
PKRS

SKR C k = gSKR S ·SKR C k with RS.
Similarly, when registering in RS, a ride-hailing vehicle RV

first generates its private key SKRVk
and corresponding public

key PKRVk
= gSKR V k , moreover, RV selects random numbers

|rk | = k4, where k = ij, i is the number of nodes of quadtree;
j = 1, 2, . . . , 4 in FSSQ, and k = 1, 2, . . . , 5 in ESVQ. Finally,
RV sends the public key PKRV to RS, and negotiates the session
key skSVk

= PKRS
SKR V k = gSKR S ·SKR V k with RS.

B. Dynamic and Privacy-Preserving Subregion Query

In this phase, the space division data of RS and the accurate
locations of users are masked via adding random numbers s, aji

and rij , thus, the sensitive information of RS and users can be
well protected. Meanwhile, through eliminating the superfluous
random numbers in the query result, RS can find the subregions
where the RVs, or the pick-up/take-off points of RCs reside
preciously.

1) Encrypted Space Division Data Generation: With
quadtree data structure, RS first divides a two-dimensional hail-
ing space into subregions with squares or rectangles. Assume
that the number of quadtree nodes is m, the quadtree can be pre-
sented by an array N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nm}. Obviously, each
tuple Ni represents a square or rectangle subregion, and the
vertexes stored in Ni can be defined as follows:

< (xN i1, yN i1), (xN i2, yN i2), (xN i3, yN i2), (xN i4, yN i4) >,

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
RS chooses two adjacent vertexes (xN ij , yN ij ) and

(xN ij ′ , yN ij ′) of Ni in anticlockwise direction, and executes
the following calculations to mask the coordinates:

ENij1 = s(xN ij · α + aj1) mod p

ENij2 = s(yN ij · α + aj2) mod p

ENij3 = s(xN ij ′ · α + aj3) mod p

ENij4 = s(yN ij ′ · α + aj4) mod p

ENij5 = s(xN ij · yN ij ′ · α + aj5) mod p

ENij6 = s(xN ij ′ · yN ij · α + aj6) mod p,

where i=1, 2, . . . ,m, j =1, 2, . . . , 4, and j′=(j + 1) mod 4.
Then RS computes ENij = ENij1 ‖ ENij2 ‖ ENij3

‖ ENij4 ‖ ENij5 ‖ ENij6, and ENi = ENi1 ‖ ENi2 ‖
ENi3 ‖ ENi4 to obtain the encrypted quadtree EN = {EN1,
EN2, . . . , ENm}. After this, RS creates the signature
SigRS = H(α ‖ p ‖ EN ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKR S , where TS
is the time stamp, and SI is the session ID to resist the
potential replay attack.

Finally, RS keeps s−1 mod p secret, and sends Esku s e r s
(α ‖

p ‖ EN ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRS ) to RCs and RVs, where
skusers represent the session keys between RS and users (RCs
and RVs). Specially, the encrypted quadtree EN will be stored
in users’ client until the space division is updated.

2) Encrypted Vehicle’s Location Submission: After receiv-
ing EskS V k

(α ‖ p ‖ EN ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRS ) from RS,

RV first decrypts it with the session key skSVk
to obtain α ‖ p ‖

EN ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRS , and checks TS, SI and SigRS

to verify its validity, i.e., verifying whether e(g, SigRS ) =
e(PKRS ,H(α ‖ p ‖ EN ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI)). If it does hold,
the packet is valid. Assume that the location of RV is (xV , yV ),
then the follow operations are executed by RV:

Aij1 = rij · α(xV · ENij4 + yV · ENij1 + ENij6) mod p

Aij2 = rij · α(xV · ENij2 + yV · ENij3 + ENij5) mod p,

where i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, . . . , 4.
After that, for each j = 1, 2, . . . , 4, RV obtains Aij = Aij1 ‖

Aij2, and runs random permutation function π(Aij ) to make
the order of j chaotic. Then, RV computes Ai = Ai1 ‖ Ai2 ‖
Ai3 ‖ Ai4, A = {A1, A2, . . . , Am}, and creates the signature
SigRVk

= H(A ‖ RV ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKR V k . Finally, RV sends
EskS V k

(A ‖ RV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRVk
) to RS at regular inter-

vals (i.e., every 30 seconds) to achieve dynamic subregion query
for RS.

3) Dynamic Vehicles Subregion Query: After receiving
EskS V k

(A ‖ RV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRVk
), RS first decrypts it

with the session key skSVk
to obtain A ‖ RV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖

SigRVk
, and checks TS, SI and SigRVk

to verify its validity.
Note that {A1, A2, . . . , Am} is corresponding to the m nodes of
quadtree, then, RS performs the following operations to deter-
mine whether the RV is within the subregion which is presented
by node Ni :

Bij1 = s−1 · Aij1 mod p

= s−1 · rij · α(xV · ENij4+yV · ENij1+ENij6) mod p

= s−1 · rij · s[α2(xV · yN ij ′ +yV · xN ij +xN ij ′ · yN ij )

+ α(xV · aj4 + yV · aj1 + aj6)] mod p

B′
ij1 =

Bij1 − Bij1 mod α2

α2

= ri(xV · yN ij ′ + yV · xN ij + xN ij ′ · yN ij ).

Bij2 = s−1 · Aij2 mod p

= s−1 · rij · α(xV · ENij2+yV · ENij3+ENij5) mod p

= s−1 · rij · s[α2(xV · yN ij + yV · xN ij ′ + xN ij · yN ij ′)

+ α(xV · aj2 + yV · aj3 + aj5)] mod p

B′
ij2 =

Bij2 − Bij2 mod α2

α2

= ri(xV · yN ij + yV · xN ij ′ + xN ij · yN ij ′).

Bij = B′
ij2 − B′

i1

= ri [(xV · yN ij + yV · xN ij ′ + xN ij · yN ij ′)

− (xV · yN ij ′ + yV · xN ij + xN ij ′ · yN ij )].

After that, RS obtains Bij , where j = 1, 2, . . . , 4. If all of the
Bij ≥ 0, RS can determine that RV resides in Ni , otherwise,
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Algorithm 1: FSSQ: Fast and Secure Subregion Query.

Input: The space division quadtree {N1, N2, . . . , Nm} of
RS; Location coordinate of a point, take (xV , yV ) of
RV as an example.

Output:The subregion where RV resides.
1: RS encrypts the quadtree → {EN1, EN2, . . . , ENm};
2: for i = 1 to i = m do
3: RV computes Ai with ENi and (xV , yV );
4: end for
5: function judgeAi � Whether RV is within
6: for j = 1 to j = 4 region Nido
7: RS computes Bij ;
8: if Bij < 0 then
9: return false; � RV is outside region Ni

10: end if
11: end for
12: return true; � RV is within region Ni

13: end function
14: for root node to leaf nodes do
15: RS determines the nodes which RV resides with
16: judge(·);
17: return Ni ;
18: end for

RV is outside this subregion. Finally, starting with the root node
of quadtree N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nm}, RS can query the subre-
gions of RV until leaf nodes. Moreover, RS executes the above
operations with all RVs to obtain the subregions of all RVs,
and achieves the density of vehicles in the whole hailing space
dynamically.

Correctness of the FSSQ: Based on the relationship of
k1, k2, k3, and k4 presented above, it is obvious that FSSQ
satisfied the constraints ri [α2(xV · yN ij ′ + yV · xN ij + xN ij ′ ·
yN ij ) + α(xV · ai4 + yV · ai1 + ai6)], ri [α2(xV · yN ij + yV ·
xN ij ′ + xN ij · yN ij ′) + α(xV · ai2 + yV · ai3 + ai5)] < p and
ri · α(xV · ai4 + yV · ai1 + ai6), ri · α(xV · ai2 + yV · ai3 +
ai5) < α2. Since the values of coordinates are not very big,
we can choose applicable security parameters easily (such as
k1 = 512, k2 = 160, k3 = 75 and k4 = 75). Note that the ex-
pression Bij = ri [(xV · yN ij + yV · xN ij ′ + xN ij · yN ij ′) −
(xV · yN ij ′ + yV · xN ij + xN ij ′ · yN ij )], which is formed by
two divisors, one is random ri , and another is the cross product
of < Pj ′ , p, Pj >. Since ri is a positive number, the sign of
the cross product is clear. Then RS can find out whether RV
is within the polygon through orientations of < Pj ′ , p, Pj >,
where i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.

Specially, in order to obtain the distribution of ride-hailing
behaviors, and improve the efficiency of the vehicles search, RS
will query the subregions covering RCs’ pick-up/take-off points
via performing FSSQ with RCs, which will be introduced in the
following concretely.

C. Secure Vehicles Query and Ride-Hailing Services

In this phase, the query range of RC and the accurate loca-
tions of RVs are masked via adding random numbers s′, di and

rk . Thus, the sensitive information of RC and RV can be well
protected. Meanwhile, through eliminating the superfluous ran-
dom numbers in the query result, RC can query the RVs around
the pick-up point accurately.

1) Vehicles Query Request Generation: RC first chooses
a pick-up point (xC P , yC P ) on the map, and sets a
search radius R, which is 1 km minimum. Based on
(xC P , yC P ) and R, a circle query range CRC , and a
square SRC which covers CRC with side 2R can be gen-
erated. Assume that the vertexes of SRC is presented by
< (xS1, yS1), (xS2, yS2), (xS3, yS3), (xS4, yS4) >. Then, sim-
ilarly with RV computing A, RC executes FSSQ to aggregate
the 4 vertexes of SRC and the encrypted quadtree EN to obtain
C = C1 ‖ C2 ‖ C3 ‖ C4. Moreover, RC computes

D1 = s′(xC P · α′ + d1) mod p′

D2 = s′(yC P · α′ + d2) mod p′

D3 = s′ · d3 mod p′

D4 = s′ · d4 mod p′.

After that, RC obtains D = D1 ‖ D2 ‖ D3 ‖ D4, and com-
putes E = x2

C P + y2
C P − R2. Then, RC makes the signa-

ture SigRCk
= H(α′ ‖ p′ ‖ D ‖ E ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKR C k ,

and generates the vehicles query packet V QP = α′ ‖ p′ ‖ D ‖
E ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRCk

. Then, RC creates the signature
Sig′RCk

= H(C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKR C k , and com-
putes EskS C k

(C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′RCk
). Finally,

RS keeps s′−1 mod p′ secret, and sends EskS C k
(C ‖ V SQ ‖

RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′RCk
) to RS.

2) Distribution of Ride-Hailing Behaviors Analyzing: Af-
ter receiving EskS C k

(C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′RCk
)

from RC, RS first decrypts it with the session key skSCk
to ob-

tain C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′RCk
, then checks TS,

SI and Sig′RCk
to verify its validity, i.e., verifying whether

e(g, Sig′RCk
) = e(PKRC ,H(C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI). If

it does hold, the packet is valid. After this, RS executes FSSQ
with C to obtain 4 quadtree nodes where the 4 vertexes of SRC

reside, as a result, these 4 nodes can construct the region CSRC ,
which covers the square SRC . Specially, through collecting and
analyzing CSRC of each RC’s query request on the map at
regular intervals, RS can achieve dynamic distributions of ride-
hailing behaviors, and generate the scheduling information for
RVs. Moreover, it is obvious that RS knows the distribution of
all RVs, therefore, RS can obtain the RVs in CSRC , represented
by SRVs. Finally, RS calculates EskS R V s

(V SQ), and forwards
EskS R V s

(V SQ) to SRVs, where skSRV s present the session
keys between RS and SRVs.

3) Vehicles Query Response Generation: After receiving
EskS R V s

(V SQ), each SRV first decrypts it with the session
key skSRVk

to obtain V QP = α′ ‖ p′ ‖ D ‖ E ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖
SI ‖ SigRCk

, then checks TS, SI and SigRCk
to verify its

validity. In addition, the SRV calculates:

F1 = xSV · α · D1 mod p′

F2 = ySV · α · D2 mod p′
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F3 = r3 · D3 mod p′

F4 = r4 · D4 mod p′,

where < xSV , ySV > is SRV’s location.
After that, the SRV computes F = r5

∑i=4
i=1 Fi , I =

r5(x2
SV + y2

SV + E), and creates the signature SigSRVk
=

H(I ‖ F ‖ SRV ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKS R V k . Finally, the SRV sends
EskS R V k

(I ‖ F ‖ SRV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigSRVk
) to RS. RS will

decrypt it, and forwards EskS C k
(I ‖ F ‖ SRV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖

SigSRVk
) to RC.

4) Vehicles Query Result Reading: After receiving
EskS C k

(I ‖ F ‖ SRV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigSRVk
), RC first de-

crypts it with the session key skSCk
to obtain I ‖ F ‖ SRV

‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigSRVk
, then checks TS and SigSRVk

to verify
its validity. After that, RC performs the following operation to
determine whether the SRV is within CRC :

J = s′−1 · F mod p′

= s′−1 · s′ · r5[α′2(xC P · xSV + yC P · ySV )

+ α(xSV · d1 + ySV · d2) + r3 · d3 + r4 · d4] mod p′

J ′ =
J − (J mod α′2)

α′2 = r5(xSV · xSV + yC P · ySV )

K = F − 2J ′

= r5[x2
C P + y2

C P + x2
SV + y2

SV − 2(xC P · xSV

+ ySV · ySV ) − R2]

= r5[(xSV − xC P )2 + (ySV − yC P )2 − R2].

Obviously, when K ≤ 0, RC can determine that the RSV
is within the circle query range CRC , otherwise, the SRV is
outside CRC . Finally, RC can search all SRVs in CRC with
above operations, and we use CRVs to present these vehicles.

5) Ride-Hailing Request Generation: After RC obtains
CRVs, which represents the vehicles around the RC’s desired
pick-up point, she/he can broadcast the ride-hailing request
to CRVs through RS. Firstly, RC chooses a take-off point
(xC T , yC T ) on the map, and aggregates (xC T , yC T ) and the en-
crypted quadtree EN to generate C5 through executing FSSQ al-
gorithm. Then, RC creates the signature Sig′′RCk

= H(CRV s ‖
C5 ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI)SKR C k , and sends EskS C k

(CRV s ‖ C5 ‖
RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′′RCk

) to RS.
6) Ride-Hailing Request Transmission: RS first decrypts

EskS C k
(CRV s ‖ C5 ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′′RCk

), and checks
its validity. Then, RS runs FSSQ with C5 to obtain the
subregion where the RC’s take-off point locates. After this,
RS chooses a point ATP in this subregion randomly. Fi-
nally, RS makes the signature Sig′′RS = H(ATP ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖
SI)SKR S , and broadcasts EskC R V s

(ATP ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖
Sig′′RS ) to CRVs, where skC RV s represent the session keys
between RS and CRVs.

7) Make Decision and Ride-Hailing Response: Upon re-
ceiving EskC R V s

(ATP ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′′RS ), each CRV
decrypts it with skC RVk

to obtain ATP ‖ RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖

Algorithm 2: ESVQ: Efficient and Secure Vehicle Query.

Input: A circle CRC with center (xC P , yC P ) and radius R;
Locations of RVs.

Output: The RV in CRC (CRV).
1: RC generates a square SRC covering CRC with side 2R.
2: RC takes the vertexes of SRC as input, and executes

FSSQ with RS.
3: RS obtains a subregion covering CRC and SRVs.
4: function decideSRV � Whether SRV is within CRC

5: RC computes Di .
6: SRV computes F, I .
7: RC computes K.
8: if K > 0 then
9: return false; � SRV is outside region CRC

10: else
11: return SRV; � SRV is inside region CRC

12: end if
13: end function

Sig′′RS , and checks its validity. As a result, each CRV relies
on RC’s approximate take-off point ATP to make the decision
of whether accepting this task. The accepting CRVs then send
”Accept Response” to RS. Finally, RS will return a ”Available
CRVs List” to RC. After this, RC chooses one suitable CRV
from ”Available CRVs List”, and tells this CRV through RS.

After that, RC and the CRV negotiate the session key
skH C = gSKR C k

·SKC R V k . Then, RC sends EskH C
(PC P ‖

PI ‖ Sig′′′RCk
) to this CRV through RS, where PC P is the

coordinate of pick-up point (xC P , yC P ), PI is personal in-
formation of RC, i.e., phone number, reputation, etc., and
Sig′′′RCk

= H(pC P ‖ PI)SKR C k . Finally, the CRV verifies the
packet’s validity, and shares the real-time location on the map
with RC.

Correctness of the ESVQ algorithm: We have approved the
correctness of FSSQ above, and the correctness of ESVQ
can be verified in the following. Based on the relation-
ship of k1, k2, k3, and k4 presented before, it is obvious
that FSSQ satisfied the constraints r5[α′2(xC P · xSV + yC P ·
ySV ) + α′(xSV · d1 + ySV · d2) + (r3 · d3 + r4 · d4)] < p′ and
r5[α′(xSV · d1 + ySV · d2) + (r3 · d3 + r4 · d4)] < α′2. Since
the values of coordinates are not very big, we can choose
applicable security parameters easily (such as k1 = 512,
k2 = 160, k3 = 75 and k4 = 75). Note that the expres-
sion K = r5[(xRV − xC P )2 + (yRV − yC P )2 − R2], where
(xRV − xC P )2 + (yRV − yC P )2 − R2 presents the distance
between SRV and the center of the CRC selected by RC, and r5

is a positive random number. Therefore, whether SRV is within
CRC can be determined by the symbol of K.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed
TRACE. Specifically, following the security requirements dis-
cussed earlier, our analysis focuses on how to preserve the pri-
vacy of users’ location information, the confidentiality of service
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provider’s data, and the authentication during the ride-hailing
process.

A. The Privacy of User’s Sensitive Information Is Achieved

In our TRACE, users’ sensitive information consists of three
parts: a) (xV , yV ), the location coordinate of RV, b) CRC , the
circular search region around the pick-up point of RC, and c)
(xC T , yC T ), the take-off point of RC.

Firstly, we approve that RS cannot obtain these sensitive in-
formation. Concretely, during the ride-hailing service, (xV , yV )
and (xC T , yC T ) are calculated with the encrypted quadtree, and
masked before sending to RS’s for location detection. In ad-
dition, CRC is transformed into a square region SRC , and the
vertexes of SRC (xS1, yS1), (xS2, yS2), (xS3, yS3), (xS4, yS4)
are executed the same operations as (xV , yV ) and (xC T , yC T )
before sending to RS. We take (xV , yV ) as an example, RV com-
putes Ai = Ai1 ‖ Ai2 ‖ Ai3 ‖ Ai4, where Aij = Aij1 ‖ Aij2,
and Aij1 = rij · α(xV · ENij4 + yV · ENij1 + ENij6) mod
p, Aij2 = rij · α(xV · ENij2 + yV · ENij3 + ENij5) mod p.
Since RV keeps random number rij secret, (xV , yV ) can-
not be obtained by RS. Moreover, RV runs the random per-
mutation function π(Aij ) to make the order of j chaotic,
thus RS cannot infer the location relation between (xV , yV )
and any edge of the subregion presented by Ni . Similarly,
(xC T , yC T ), (xS1, yS1), (xS2, yS2), (xS3, yS3), and (xS4, yS4)
are also kept secret from RS. Therefore, RS cannot achieve any
accurate location information of RC and RV, but from the subre-
gion query results Bij , RS can achieve the necessary commercial
operating information, such as the distribution of ride-hailing
behaviors and the density of RVs.

Secondly, we approve that RC and RV cannot ob-
tain each other’s sensitive information until a ride-hailing
task is completed. During the vehicle query process, RC
queries the RVs in the circle range CRC , which is
constructed with center (xC P , yC P ) and radius R. Be-
fore sending to RV, RC masks (xC P , yC P ) with se-
cret random numbers s′ and di to obtain D = D1 ‖
D2 ‖ D3 ‖ D4, where D1 = s′(xC P · α′ + d1) mod p′,D2 =
s′(yC P · α′ + d2) mod p′,D3 = s′ · d3 mod p′, and D4 = s′ ·
d4 mod p′. Since s′ and di are kept secret by RC, it is impossi-
ble for RV to obtain the (xC P , yC P ). Moreover, RC sends E =
x2

C P + y2
C P − R2 to RV, obviously, RV cannot obtain the query

radius R from E. Furthermore, RV computes the vehicles query
response F = s′ · r5[α′2(xC P · xSV + yC P · ySV ) + α(xSV ·
d1 + ySV · d2) + r3 · d3 + r4 · d4] mod p′ and I = r5(x2

SV +
y2

SV + E). Due to the secret random numbers ri are only known
by RV, its accurate location coordinate (xV , yV ) cannot be ob-
tained by RC. Meanwhile, the vehicles query response F also
contains the secret random numbers s′ and di of RC, which
achieve that only RC can recover the the vehicles query result
K. In addition. F3 and F4 ensure that at least two random num-
bers are included in F , which can prevent the exhaustive attack
of RC, and the radius R is 1 km, minimum, which guarantee that
QU cannot infer the accurate location of RV through choosing a
small circle search range. Meanwhile, attackers cannot achieve
useful information even if they can capture users’ data.

B. Confidentiality of Service Provider’s Space
Division Information

In order to analyze the distribution of ride-hailing behav-
iors and density of RVs on the map, RS divides the ride-
hailing space into subregions, which is represented by a
quadtree N = {N1, N2, . . . , Nm}, where m is the number of
quadtree nodes. Before sending to users, RS encrypts the orig-
inal vertex data stored in each node of quadtree with the se-
cret random numbers s and aj . Specifically, for each node
Ni , RS computes ENij1 =s(xN ij · α + aj1) mod p,ENij2 =
s(yN ij · α + aj2) mod p, . . . , ENij6 = s(xN ij ′ · yN ij · α +
aj6) mod p to obtain ENij = ENij1 ‖ ENij2 ‖ ENij3 ‖
ENij4 ‖ ENij5 ‖ ENij6 and ENi = ENi1 ‖ ENi2 ‖ ENi3 ‖
ENi4. It can be clearly seen that without knowing the random
numbers s and aji , the original vertex data of each node is im-
possible to be retrieved. That is, it is impossible for RCs and
RVs to obtain the space division information of RS. Moreover,
the encrypted vehicle’s location A = Aij1 ‖ Aij2, where Aij1 =
rij · α(xV · ENij4 + yV · ENij1 + ENij6) mod p and Aij2 =
rij · α(xV · ENij2 + yV · ENij3 + ENij5) mod p also con-
tains the secret random numbers s and aj , therefore, only RC
can recover the vehicles subregion query result Bij . In addi-
tion, the existence of random numbers aji enhance the space of
quadtree data, which can resist the exhaustive attack. Further-
more, Since the quadtree is encrypted, and transmitted through
a secure channel, attackers cannot achieve the space division of
RS. As a result, the confidentiality of space division information
is ensured.

C. The Authentication of Data Packets Is Achieved

In TRACE, the packets flowing among RC, RV and RS are
signed by BLS short signature [16]. Since the BLS short signa-
ture is provably secure under the computational Diffie-Hellman
problem [20] in the random oracle model, the source authenti-
cation can be guaranteed. Moreover, for any unregistered user,
since she/he does not have the secret key, she/he cannot send
valid packets to RS or RV. As a result, if an unregistered user
sends forged packets in the system, the malicious behavior can
be detected in the proposed TRACE.

From the given analysis, we can conclude that the TRACE is
secure and privacy-preserving for the users as well as RS, and
can achieve our security goal.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed TRACE in terms of the computation complexity of RC,
RV, and RS. Then, we implement TRACE and deploy it in a real
environment to evaluate its integrated performance.

A. Evaluation Environment

In order to measure the integrated performance, we imple-
ment TRACE on smartphone and PC with a real LBS dataset.
Specifically, two smartphones with 2.2 GHz eight-core proces-
sor, 6 GB RAM, Android 7.1.1, and a PC with 2.0 GHz 6-core
processor, 64 GB RAM, Windows 10, are chosen to evaluate RC,
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Fig. 6. Implementation of TRACE.

TABLE II
COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY IN SUBREGION QUERY

RV, and RS, respectively, which are connected through 802.11g
WLAN. Based on our proposed TRACE, an application built in
Java, named TRACE.apk, is installed in smartphones to simu-
late RC and RV, the simulator of RS is deployed in the PC. As
shown in Fig. 6, users can register in RS, and access ride-hailing
service. Specifically, Fig. 6(b) and (c) show that RC can choose
the pick-up point on the map, set the query radius, and send
ride-hailing request to RVs around the pick-up point. Then the
RC can obtain the available vehicle list. In addition, RV can
receive the hailing requests for the neighboring RCs, and obtain
the RC’s approximate destination, which is shown in Fig. 6(d).

B. Computation Complexity

The TRACE is mainly constituted by two algorithms, FSSQ
and ESVQ, which are constructed for dynamic subregion query
of RS, and vehicles query of RC. In the following, we evaluate
the computation complexity of RC, RV, and RS in the two
processes separately.

During dynamic subregion query process, assume that the
number of quadtree nodes, RV, and the requesting RC are M ,
N , and N ′, respectively. When encrypting the quadtree, RS re-
quires 56M multiplication operations, and it costs 16(N + 5N ′)
multiplication operations for RS to analyze the subregion query
results of each node. And while blurring the coordinates of RC’s
take-off point and RV’s location with the encrypted quadtree
and random numbers, each RC and RV requires 32M multi-
plication operations. Denote that the time complexity for one
multiplication as tmul , Therefore, the computation complex-
ity of RC/RV, encrypting the quadtree of RS, and analyzing
the detection results of RS are 32M ∗ tmul , 56M ∗ tmul , and
16(N + 5N ′) ∗ tmul , respectively.

In the process of vehicles query, RC first executes FSSQ for
obtaining SRVs, which costs 128M multiplication operations of
RC. Assume that the number of SRVs is L. Then, when masking
the circle querying range, RC takes 6 multiplication operations.
After receiving the search request from RC, each SRV takes
8 multiplication operations in aggregated computation. And it
costs 2 + 5L multiplication operations for RC to analyze the
query results. Therefore, the total computation complexity of
RC, and SRV are (8 + 5L + 128M) ∗ tmul , and 8 ∗ tmul , re-
spectively.

Different from other time-consumption homomorphic en-
cryption techniques, our proposed FSSQ and ESVQ algorithm
use lightweight multiparity random masking technique, it can
provide accurate subregion and vehicle query results and largely
reduce the calculation times. In the following, for the compar-
ison with TRACE, we select PDCP [21] and CSSF, which
achieve the arbitrary convex polygon query, and circle range
query with Paillier [22] and ElGamal [23] cryptosystem. As-
sume that the average domain size of quadtree nodes is measured
by l and the time complexity for one exponentiation is presented
by texp , then, one the one hand, during the subregion query
process, the computation complexities for PDCP of RC/RV,
encrypting the quadtree of RS, and analyzing the query results
of RS are (57 + 16l + 4l2)M ∗ tmul + (25 + 16l)M ∗ texp ,
24M ∗ tmul + 12M ∗ texp , and (14N + 70N ′ + 16l ∗ N+
80l ∗ N ′) ∗ texp +(8+28N+140N ′+4l ∗ N+20l ∗ N ′)tmul ,
respectively. On the other hand, in the vehicle query process,
the computation complexities for CSSF of RC and RV are
(8 + L) ∗ texp + (8 + 4L + 128M) ∗ tmul , and 12 ∗ tmul +
4 ∗ texp , respectively.

Table II and Table III present the comparison of TRACE and
PDCP/CSSF. We can clearly see that our proposed TRACE can
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Fig. 7. Performance evaluation of computation complexity.

TABLE III
COMPUTATION COMPLEXITY IN VEHICLES QUERY

achieve privacy-preserving ride-hailing service with low com-
plexity. The factor impacting the computation overhead of RC,
RV, and RS during the subregion query process is the number
of quadtree nodes and queried points, in Fig. 7(a), (b), and (c),
we select the number of quadtree nodes from 28 to 84, and the
number of queried points from 1000 to 2400, then we plot the
computation overhead of RC/RV, encrypt the quadtree of RS,
and analyzing the subregion query results of RS, respectively.
From the figures, it can be obviously realized that with the in-
creasing of quadtree nodes, the computation overhead of PDCP
increases greatly, which is much higher than TRACE. On the
other hand, the number of SRVs influences the computation
overhead of RC during the vehicles query process, in Fig. 7(d),
we choose the the number of SRVs from 200 to 550, and let
the number of quadtree nodes is 60, the curve shows that the
computation overhead of CSSF significantly increases and it is
much higher than our TRACE. Although the computation over-
head of TRACE also increases when then number of SRVs is
large, it is still much lower than that of CSSF. In addition, in
Fig. 7(e), we further plot the integrated computation overhead
of RS varying with the numbers of quadtree nodes from 28 to
84, and detected points from 1000 to 2400, it can be seen that

the computation overhead is still acceptable even if the number
of users is large. Moreover, in Fig. 7(f), we plot the integrated
computation overhead of RC varying with the increasing num-
bers of quedtree nodes from 28 to 84, and SRVs from 200 to
550, it can be clearly seen that the vehicle query time is available
for handheld devices. As a result, the above analysis of compu-
tation complexity is verified via these figures, and our proposed
TRACE can achieve better efficiency in terms of computation
overhead in RC, RV, and RS.

C. Communication Overhead

In TRACE, during the subregion query process, RS first
broadcasts the encrypted quadtree Esku s e r s

(α ‖ p ‖ EN ‖
RS ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRS ) to users, then, RV will submit the sub-
region query response EskS V k

(A ‖ RV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRVk
)

to RS. Moreover, RC sends her/his encrypted vehicle query
request EskS C k

(C ‖ V SQ ‖ RC ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ Sig′RCk
), and

encrypted ride-hailing request EskS C k
(CRV s ‖ C5 ‖ RC ‖

TS ‖ SI ‖ SigRCk
) to RS. In the process of vehicles query,

the data transmitted between RC and RV is the vehicles query
packet V SQ, and the vehicle query response EskS C k

(I ‖ F ‖
SRV ‖ TS ‖ SI ‖ SigSRVk

) of RV, respectively. In the real
environment, we record the size of these packets, and com-
pare with PDCP/CSSF in one round. Similar to computation
complexity, the factor impacting the computation overhead
among RC, RV, and RS is the number of quadtree nodes and
queried points, therefore, in Fig. 8(a), (b), and (c) we select the
number of quadtree nodes from 28 to 84, and the number of
queried points from 1000 to 2400, then we plot the computation
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Fig. 8. Performance evaluation of communication overhead.

overhead among RC, RV, and RS, the figures show that with
the increasing number of quadtree nodes, the communication
overhead of PDCP significantly increases and it is much higher
than that of TRACE. On the other hand, the number of SRVs
influences the communication overhead of RC, in Fig. 8(d), we
choose the the number of SRVs from 200 to 550, and let the
number of quadtree nodes is 60, the curve shows that the com-
putation overhead of CSSF significantly increases and it is also
much higher than our proposed TRACE. In addition, in Fig. 8(e),
we plot the integrated communication overhead of RS varying
with the numbers of quadtree nodes from 28 to 84 and detected
points from 1000 to 2400, the figure shows that the communica-
tion overhead is acceptable for RS even if the number of users
is large. Furthermore, Fig. 8(f) shows the integrated communi-
cation overhead of RC varying with the number of SRVs from
200 to 550, and the number of quadtree nodes from 28 to 84, it
can be clearly seen that RC can maintain a low communication
overhead. In conclusion, our proposed TRACE can achieve bet-
ter efficiency in terms of communication overhead in RC, RV,
and RS.

VII. RELATED WORK

The location privacy has gained great interest in recent years,
in this section, we briefly discuss some of them closely related
to ours.

Many previous works on location privacy-preserving is
based on anonymization techniques, which prevent the user’s
accurate location data via blurring the users’ location into
a cloaked spatial region. Cui et al. [24] proposed a novel

hierarchical Hilbert Curve spatial cloaking algorithm to effec-
tively achieve k-anonymity for mobile users in LBS, the pro-
posed scheme considers the Average Query Density (AQD),
and generates the Anonymity Set (AS) satisfying reciprocity
and uniformity, which guarantees high privacy level. Jadallah
et al. [25] presented an efficient k-anonymity algorithm to com-
pute the cloaked area with minimal number of communication
rounds between the user and the cloud server, which reduces
the search time by starting the search at an intermediate esti-
mated level of the indexing structure that is as close as pos-
sible to the queried location. In addition, there are also some
works combined the anonymization techniques with quadtree
data structure. Gruteser and Grunwald [13] proposed a well-
known location privacy-preserving approach, in this approach,
a user’s location will be reported as a two-dimensional spatial
cloaking area where at least k − 1 other users are also in the
same area, meanwhile, a quadtree based cloaking algorithm has
been designed, and the size of the anonymity set k is used to
measure the degree of anonymity. Wang et al. [26] proposed
quadtree based algorithms to generate cloaking areas satisfying
users’ privacy requirements, the proposed algorithms focus on
finding the smallest cloaking area for each location request, and
can be used in protecting the users’ location privacy in real-life
scenarios. Ju et al. [27] proposed a new location privacy pro-
tection scheme through constructing a quadtree entropy map to
generate cloaking boxes, which enables users to protect their
location privacy relying only on their smartphones while the
trusted anonymization server is not required in the proposed
scheme. However, due to the characteristic anonymization tech-
niques, the above privacy framework commonly returns a list
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of candidate answers according to the cloaked users or areas,
which brings heavy communication overhead.

Cryptographic techniques, such as homomorphic encryption
and secure multi-party computation (SMC), are also widely
used in location privacy-preserving. Yi et al. [28] proposed a
solution for mobile users to preserve their locations and query
privacy in approximate k-nearest neighbor, which is built on
the Paillier public-key cryptosystem, and can provide both
location and query privacy. Mu and Bakiras [21] presented
a novel approach which allows a mobile user to choose an
arbitrary convex polygon on the map, and detect whether
her/his friends are within the polygon, the proposed approach is
based on Paillier and ElGamal. Zhu et al. [29] constructed a
scheme, with which the LBS provider can compute the centroid
of a companion set while it does not know the locations of
the members in the set, and the authors proposed a novel key
agreement protocol to construct the perturbations which is used
to disguise real locations. Moreover, there are also some works
combined the cryptographic techniques with quadtree data
structure. Aiming at protecting the location privacy of users in
range and nearest neighbor queries, Khoshgozaran et al. [30]
divided the query space with quadtree, and proposed a dual
curve query resolution approach with Helbert curve to improve
the performance of blind range and KNN queries. Meanwhile,
the authors designed space transformation employ space filling
curves with cryptographic one-way hash functions, which
can achieve stronger and privacy than that of retrieval-based
approaches commonly used spatial cloaking techniques without
incurring the prohibitive costs of private information. To enable
the secure management of private user locations in non-trusted
systems, Wernke et al. [15] presented two novel location sharing
approaches based on the concept of multi-secret sharing and
quadtree data structure, the proposed approaches are improved
from the exiting geometric position sharing approaches by Durr
et al. [31] and Skvortsov et al. [32]. However, some high time-
consuming operations are required in the most above-mentioned
schemes, which brings heavy computation overhead.

Different from above works, our proposed TRACE aims at
efficiency and privacy issues, and based on quadtree data struc-
ture, lightweight multi-party random masking technique, and
point in polygon strategy, we develop an efficient and privacy-
preserving dynamic spatial query scheme for ride-hailing ser-
vice. In particular, our proposed TRACE can provide precise
spatial query while protecting users’ accurate location data as
well as ensuring the confidentiality of service provider’s space
division information, and can be easily implemented in smart
phones and computers due to its high efficiency.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and privacy-preserving
dynamic spatial query scheme for online ride-hailing service,
called TRACE. Based on random masking technique and point
in polygon strategy, in TRACE, users can access ride-hailing
service without leaking their accurate location information, and
the ride-hailing server can achieve the necessary commercial
operating information while keeping its space division data

confidential. Specifically, before being sent out, all of the
location-related data were masked into chipertexts by its owner,
and were calculated without decryption during the spatial query
process. Therefore, RC, RV, and RS cannot obtain each other’s
sensitive information. Meanwhile, based on quadtree data struc-
ture, the proposed scheme improved the efficiency of dynamic
spatial query greatly. Detailed security analysis showed its se-
curity strength and privacy-preserving ability, and extensive ex-
periments were conducted to demonstrate its efficiency.

AVAILABILITY

The implementation of the proposed scheme and rel-
evant information can be downloaded at https://www.
xdzhuhui.com/demo/TRACE/.
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